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The beating heart of your interior. Oaze is an 
elementary particle that recomposes space around 
it, and delivers astonishing comfort. The precise, 
yet simple, round lines of this levitating monolithic 
design are conducive to meditation, reverie and 
sharing confidences. The accomplished allure of

Oaze betrays the nature of its internal structure, 
made from layers of resilient foam to achieve the 
ultimate enveloping experience.

Design by Ana Moussinet 
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Size: 
W1300xD560xH452mm

W51" 1/8 xD22" 3/64 xH17" 51/64

Size: 
W2037xD938xH820mm

W80" 1/4 xD36" 7/8 xH32" 1/4

Size: 
W2450xD938xH820mm

W96" 1/2 xD36" 7/8 xH"32 1/4

Size: 
W1900xD938xH820mm

W74" 7/8 xD36" 7/8 xH32" 1/4

Size: 
W1300xD821xH660mm

W51" 1/8 xD32" 3/8 xH25" 7/8

Size: 
W1900xD938xH820mm

W74" 7/8 xD36" 7/8 xH32" 1/4

Size: 
W1300xD730xH652mm

W51" 1/8 xD28" 3/4 xH25" 3/4

Size: 
W830xD560xH452mm

W32" 3/8 xD22" 1/8 xH17" 51/64

VARIANTS AND SIZES

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

Structure: Metal base, plywood internal structure and foam  
Upholstery: fabrics or leather

OAZE

COLORS

Upholstery:
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LA MANUFACTURE

CONTACTS

A free and inspired mind, Ana Moussinet owes 
her expertise to her architecture diploma from the 
Paris school of Fine Arts, and to her professional 
experience working with a creative studio. Creation 
as an art form, technique as the foundation. To her, 
space is a material to be carved and sculpted, to be 
embellished before it can be inhabited.
Her slavic roots inspire her on a daily basis and 
lend her practice a sensitive, vibrant feel. An 
architect by training, she ‘sculpts’ spaces of all 
dimensions. From exclusive Parisian homes to 
prestigious hotels halfway around the globe, and 
even in her collaborations with design brands, Ana 
tackles each project with the same enthusiasm, the 
same know- how.
Ana’s stylistic vocabulary blends together French 
elegance, contemporary design and slavic joie de 
vivre, inspiring her to draw the lines for each of her 
interiors to make it one of a kind, tailored exactly 
to her clients and users.

La Manufacture is a brand where design and 
fashion collide. A brand where a certain je ne 
sais quoi of French allure meets the best Italian 
craftsmanship. A certain idea of French lifestyle 
(re) interpreted by world-renowned international 
designers. Each collection will highlight world-
class craftsmanship, timeless aesthetics and 
enduring quality.

3, rue Edouard VII
75009 Paris — France
+33 142653746
contact@lamanufacture-paris.fr
lamanufacture-paris.fr

ANA MOUSSINET

OAZE

Size: 
W480xD480xH430mm

W14" 11/64 xD18" 7/8 xH16" 59/64

Size: 
W680xD680xH340mm

W20" 55/64 xD20" 55/64 xH"13 25/64

Size: 
W1800xD1800xH765mm

W70" 55/64 xD70" 55/64 xH30" 1/8

Size: 
W3000xD1000xH920mm

W118" 7/64 xD39" 3/8 xH36" 7/32

MATERIALS AND FINISHES

table
Structure: Powder coated dark grey RAL 7021
Top: Walnut wood, Arabesque marble  

coffee table
Structure: Light bronze chrome
Top: Enamelled lava RAL5011

COLORS

Structure of table:

COLORS

Structure of coffee table:

Top of table: Top of coffee table:




